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Structure of modalities in HI". By HI' we mean the system consisting of Ackermann's axioms (1)-(15) and rules (a.) -(s), and by HI" we mean the system HI' together with axioms (16)-(17) and rule (e). In proofs, we refer to axioms and rules by Ackermann's designations (including his derived rules (a) -(g), [1], pp. 121-122; we also use (h) to refer to his derived rule, p. 125, that in H", if F A, then F At A).
We first prove some theorems. Proof. We shall show how to replace any proof of a A-free formula in II" by a A-free proof of that formula, which will therefore be a theorem of H'. The leading idea is that although A cannot be replaced by the same A-free formula in every proof, it is still possible to find for each proof of a A-free formula, a particular A-free formula which may replace A throughout that proof. 
By axioms (3), (12), and rule (a), we have F (A)
(
F (A A) -(A-A-A). Ackermann defines NA ("it is necessary that

